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I.

Introduction

There are two distinct dimensions to the fears, frustrations and even rage which
surround the sense of impotence with which citizens seem presently to approach their
governments and public service. The first reflects growing disenchantment with the
traditional apparatus of representative parliamentary democracy as a vehicle for the
involvement of increasingly active, increasingly prosperous and increaSingly demanding
constituents seeking to be increasingly influential in the development of rules and
policies which bind or affect them. The second reflects the frustration of individuals
apparently disposing of greater personal resources and capacity, but nevertheless
running up against the brick walls and blind alleys of heavy bureaucratic hierarchies and
trans-national corporations claiming to be bound by the dictates and imperatives of
impersonal and professionalized systems apparently beyond the reach of human
responsibility.

Thus 'agency' must be approached from many angles: the psychology behind
individual action; the sociology of interaction; the political philosophy underlying human
relationships and institutions; the legal theory behind the more formal rule of law. All of
these deal with relationships among private individuals within private organizations and
institUtions, as well as with the public sphere.

But the apparatus of governance and public administration itself looms very large
in human activity; 'public man' and the public sphere are very large elements in the life of
us all. Hence we need to look specifically at the issue of agency with respect to both the
formation of public policy and the structure of the public service, and that is the concern
of this paper. But such an agency approach to regulation must also include concern for
the laws and regulations which offer guarantees for the citizen of their opportunity to
exercise agency effectively (as principals) in dealing with all the increasingly monolithic
and impersonal organizational entities encountered in modem life. This interest would
involve consideration of rules about privacy and disclosure, transparency and plain
language which might be binding on private as well as public organizations. Broader
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II.

Agency Theory

The concept of agency and its relation to action is employed in the study of
economics, philosophy and political science as well as the practice of law. Agency
theory as developed more specifICally in the New Institutional Economics has important
implications for regulatory activities and concepts of citizen agency.2

A.

Principals and Agents

The development of agency law and agency practice is inextricably bound in the
development of commercial and social intercourse. A body of law has developed on the
limitations within relationships, the rights and duties, that arise when one person is used
by another to perform certain tasks. Special rules have been developed to address the
circumstances where,
instead of there being two persons directly connected in law with each other by
the unilateral act of one or the mutual acts of both, the employment of an agent
introduces another person, whose conduct can affect in a variety of ways the
legal ~sition of the one on whose behalf he acts and the one with whom he
deals.

Weber, in exploring the forms and creation of rights conceived and practised
relative to "legitimate" law, notes the formal mode in which law serves the interests,
especially the economic interests, of the parties concemed and traces the earliest
evidence of "agenf to Greek law although it seems to be absent in Roman law. 4
Fridman's Law of Agency similarly traces the historical development in English law
demarcating an agency relationship.

Two classes, brokers and factors, come into

practice with mercantile transactions - agents and servants. Early common law makes
no distinction between principal-agent and master-slave relations.

Although agency

relationships have always existed between beings there is no developed legal institution
of agency and agency law, according to Fridman, until after the seventeenth-eighteenth
century with the development of commercial life. 5 With the development of mercantile
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practices there is a separation in the ideas of representation from that of the service
function of auxiliaries, which becomes a distinct concept. The introduction of equitable
and civil laws is directly related to the development and emergence of the agent-agency
concept.

The development of agency as a legal institution was indispensable for

modem capitalist society.

Agency law explores the variations and uses in definitions and practices
associated with the principal-agent relationship. A prominent definition is
agency is the relationship that exists between two persons when one, called the
agent, is considered in law to represent the other, caUed the principal, in such a
way as to be able to affect the principal's legal position in respect of strangers to
the relationship by the making of contracts or the disposition of property.s

Legal scholarship examines and categorises the legal relationships that arise as
a consequence of the relation of the parties, principal and agent. Two key factors in that
relationship pertain to the nature of consent between the parties and the authority of the
agent.

Harvey's Agency Law Primer categorises the creation of agencies and the scope
of the agenfs authority in the following types or forms of agency in reference to the

condition of authority wrought from the relationShip.

Where there is agency by

agreement or agency by statute, the agent can be said to be empowered with actual
authority. Ratffication of the act of an agent by the principal would also bestow actual
authority. Agency by estoppel occurs where the agent deals with the third party with
apparent authority. Agency may be said to occur even where the agent has exceeded
actual authority but where there is a usual authority and in agencies by the operation of
law the agent is said to have exercised presumed authority. 7

Elucidating the relationship between principal and agent in business provides an
instructive avenue for exploring the concept of agency. The principles and approach
explored in Principals and Agents: the Structure of Business, although focused on
"business", can be and are applied to a broader spectrum of situations with relevance to
the social and political spheres. 8
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1.

Voter - Representative

In contemporary political science this idea has been translated into the question

of how voters do or can keep moral or legal control over their representative. Political
science examines the normative understanding of accountability inherent in the model of
representation. Research pursuing a principal -agent approach may consider how best
to give elected officials the right incentive to serve constituents18 or argue that the
standard for evaluating government actions is whether they respond to the public's
wishes.19 Representation by "promising" (as in the representative's "promising" to the
electorate and being responsible or answerable to the electorate) is a limited
explanation. According to Mansbridge, practice and empirical study of representation
has outstripped the normative guidance that political theorists proffer. 20

Empirical

political studies searching to answer the question of how well the political system meets
democratic norms often reduce the issues of representation to one criterion: Does the
elected legislator pursue policies that conform to the preference(s) of voters?

The

practice of representation is now seen as more complex. The "actors" in the political
process that influence and determine decisions are not only the elected political
representatives but include the bureaucracy. and encompass a pluralistiC arrangement

of associations, institutions and organisations and interests, and particularly the media,
all of whom act within and upon political processes.

The voter-representative

relationship then needs to be cast more broadly if it is to include the citizen agency
concept as part of governance in the modem state.

2.

Citizen - Constitution/State - Citizen

Questions of constitutional law may address interpretations of the relationship
between the state and the individual posed as a principal-agent relationship to examine
the rights of a third party against the state, i.e., what are the constitutionally grounded
norms by which parties must conduct themselves and what measures can be taken
against those individuals to vindicate the rights of the third party? The issue here,
though, is not merely seen as one of a two-party relationship between the state and the
individual but a three party relationship amongst two individuals and the state.

The
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paradox of public and private power in constitutional law is that representatives of the
state-i.e., functionaries, or agencies as instruments of govemment-are constitutionally
constrained, yet the exercise of state power is derived from the electoral process.22
Private autonomy through publicly agreed means and forms exercises power to
constrain and protect private autonomy. Legal theory debates the need for criteria to
distinguish between acts by officials or others that establish legal norms and acts of
officials or others that transgress legal norms, and the scope of government and liability.
Law, as in constitutional law, is often treated as the source of authority, that is the
principal, which commands or directs individuals, yet these commands and directions
are directed not only to but also from individuals. This view, in a sense, presupposes an
anthropomorphised construct which is the "state" as principal in relation to which the
government official is the agent. Instead,
insofar as the constitutional text grounds conclusions about 'commands' by
particular individuals - whether 'lawmakers', 'government officials', or 'private
individuals' - in the course of their activity-whether 'lawmaking' or 'Iaw-enforcing'
or otherwise - those condusions are intimately bound up with constitutional
values about the relationship between or among them. 23

3.

Tiered regimes

Coglianese and Nicolaidis build on the conceptual framework developed in Pratt
and Zeckhauser to develop a concept for addressing tiered regimes in governance
employing the principles inherent in agent-principal relations.

In asking how the

principal-agent conceptual framework can be applied to "tiered" institutional relationships
of governance operating at different levels, for example the federal state, or international
organisations like the WTO, they must first determine the loci of authority, the basis of
legitimacy. In addressing tiering they start from the premise that the principal is the actor
who holds political legitimacy and is entrusted with the Original authority to act in a given
sphere; they refer to the relevant legal delineation of powers for attributions of
competence. This is a form of organisational theory that employs the principles of the
principal-agent relationship that are found in the structures of control and information
monitoring

needed

to

align

divergent

motivations. 24

The

terms

devolution,

decentralisation, delegation, federalism and subsidiarity share a common concern with
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the proper allocation of authority in tiered regimes.

Four mechanisms, the

agency ties, which serve to allocate legitimacy and control, can be examined as
delineation, monitoring, sharing and reversibility in the accompaniment of transfers of
policy authority in tiered regimes. The degree to which power is transferred is connected
to the mechanisms for modifying, abandoning or constraining the transfer. Allocation
mechanisms can be thought of as a complementary and interconnected component of
the overall degree of decentralisation in a given tiered regime. Facets of subsidiarity
include the limits and constraints put on the delegation of authority from one
jurisdictional level to another; the requirements to decentralise the implementation and
enforcement of tasks formulated at the higher level; and the formulation, monitoring and
enforcing of the delegation of jurisdictional authority horizontally?5

Whether in business or in politics the agent-principal structure is often viewed as
a simple two party or two dimensional relationship but problems in the real world involve
many principals and many agents interacting in social, commercial and political
situations and complex and overlapping activities. These multiple relationships present
multiple dimensions and increase the challenge of analysing agency relationships
conceptually as well as in real applications.

B.

Agency Ties: Mechanisms of Control

Can the insights drawn from the principal-agent framework prove useful to an
analysis of mechanisms governing control and legitimacy in circumstances of
governance and regulation? White's metaphor for agency ties-A context for ties that
casts shadows over commitment-is Significant. He observes that agency is rarely a
single relation; rather it is a complex set of roles and mutual expectations embedded in
markets and hierarchies, and as he points out, there is a need to look at the fabric of
these relationships, not at single threads. 26 An examination of agency ties as controls
goes beyond the confines of economics and the concerns of efficiency to look at the
functional requirements of organisations; it stresses the dynamic nature of agency
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relations. If we assume that the basic dilemma of the principal-agent relationship - the
alignment of divergent motivations - is valid, then we can begin to see how it can be
translatable to a larger understanding cast beyond the rudimentary concept of
representation to encompass sociological order.

Agency studies highlight the importance of strategic control, that is, control
connected with the formulation of the agent's tasks and overall objectives. This can also
be considered in relation to the issues raised in the "ce-operators dilemma" with respect
to aligning individual aspirations with the group in the face of dear personal incentives to
avoid ce-operation and act in a manner which is not in the common interest of the group
as a whole.

The test of institutional effectiveness is whether the incentives and

accountability measures have been successful in guiding discretionary decision making
in a manner that assures compliance with the overall goals of the institution or the
system it represents. The specificity of this formulation constitutes the initial constraint
on the agent's margin for manoeuvre as the level of detail defines the "marching orders".
The scope of the agent's delegated authority can be more or less specifically delineated
by prevailing norms and/or specific legal acts.

For example, at one level, the nature of this tie can be considered in reference to
the concept of voting and representation and, typically, "promising". In representation by
promising, the power relation in the principal-agent format runs linearly from voter to
representative. This fOlWard looking concept of power and intentionality such as used
by Dahl, is central to this stream of study17.

It demonstrates a simple version of the

principal-agent model where the relation is conceived as one in which a static principal
tries to direct the representative agent. Mansbridge argues that traditional approaches
using the "singular criterion" of promising in analysis of the process of representation are
limited and advocates criteria that are plural, deliberatively-oriented and systemic. The
different faces

of

representation

identified

"introspective", and "surrogate" representation.

by

Mansbridge

are

"anticipatory",

These newly identified forms of

representation involve criteria for judging deliberation and are backed by the larger
Habermasian norm that deliberations aimed at understanding the best policies and the
best representative choices must be conducted in an atmosphere in which power is
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reduced to the minimum. All three forms of representation also involve criteria aimed at
judging the entire representative system. That system includes interest groups, the
media, and active citizens.28

Strategic control can also be said to be set by reference to the constitutional
state and principles of justice. People have goals, pursuit of those goals depends, in
part, on the possibility of engaging in social interaction with others who also have goals,
thus people negotiate principles of justice which are publicly endorsed and people are
then bound to live by. This approach captures a concept of justice as faimess - an
equal right to liberty and fair equality of opportunity, each of which is necessary to
securing individual liberty. But constitutional limitations enable as well as constrain; as
Bodin recognised, there is a mutually reinforcing relationship between sovereignty and
constitutional constraints. 29 Constitutions give one generation the right to give away or
enshrine freedoms.

Elster observed that the paradox of democracy is that "each

generation wants to be free to bind its successors, while not being bound by its
predecessors.,,30

Agency theories examine mechanisms of operational control, i.e., control
connected to the ongoing implementation of the task delegated to the agent. In a
parliamentary democracy, this may be legislative and regulatory on an internal basis,
while - in principle - externally the public media ensure information is available to
constituents on the workings of government. Operational controls and monitoring
techniques may be balanced against the first strategic aspect of control, in that the
principal can afford to be flexible at the broad strategic level if he can devise reliable
models of monitoring and altering his agent's action. Or, prinCipals may more readily
delegate tasks to an agent if they can subsequently monitor the implementation of the
commonly agreed objectives. Operational monitoring can take place through subsidiary
actions carried out in rule making, the bureaucracy, judiciary, police and in parallel with
the public sphere of media, associations and organisations that also serve in public
opinion formation. All of these considerations reinforce the critical function of information
in the scrutiny of ongoing activity and of agents' performance.
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The principal can also control the actions of the agent by reducing the agent's
autonomy to the point where the principal shares in the activities of the agent. Where
the means of control allow the principal to become a party to the agent's operations, and
conversely where the agent has a say in shaping its mandate, the question is the degree
to which the principal and agent actually share their respective functions or participate in
each others deliberations and actions. The issue of power sharing is crucial in
governance contexts. Limits on the autonomy of elected representatives as agents may
be sought by establishing requirements for referendum, for ombudsmen, for
administrative agencies or the delegation of responsibilities to private agencies or
organisations. Many aspects of delegation or retuming to self-regulation can be seen as
instances of reducing the autonomy of the state by the principal/electors. On the other
hand, demands for avenues of participatory democracy can also be instituted to "share"
decision-making functions through boards, commissions, and alternative dispute
resolution techniques. Different levels of govemment have been dabbling in forms of
alternative service delivery since the 1980s; some of these represent experiments in
power sharing. These experiments, in changing the practice of governance, raise many
questions: How do we work out the most effective distribution of policy making, program
design and delivery, and accountability powers among affected ministers, agencies,
officials and clients? When public service delivery occurs outside traditional boundaries
of government departments what does this mean in terms of our understanding of
government, the public service, lines of authority, or ministerial responsibility?31

A final inSight of note is the question of the mechanism by which the agency ties
can be suspended or severed. At base, the key element in representative democracies
is the vote. Elections confer or remove the right of representation. Accountability tests
of agencies, organs and institutions of the state can also be seen as a means of
severing or suspending the agents' activities through imposing requirements for judicial
review, and or Cabinet/ministerial responsibilities and powers to overturn or reverse
decisions.

There remains, in the political domain as in the commercial, the potential for
"reversal of control", the phenomenon where the principal comes under the control of the
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agent after the latter becomes a "specialised purveyor".

As an agent accumulates

specialised skills and knowledge there is a movement towards role reversal; the principal
comes under the control of the agent; and, strategic and operational control separate.

The threat of or sense of a reversal of control may be indicative of the plight of
contemporary democracies that rely on a large complex and specialised amalgam of
institutions that comprise the apparatus of the state. The threat, real or perceived, of
reversal of control may be evident in that the prinCipals, as citizens, no longer can rely
on the measures of strategic control to sufficiently balance the needs to be met through
operational monitoring. These circumstances can be considered in relation to the crisis
of confidence that afflicts modern democratic regimes and may have relevance to
citizens' views of governance and the rise of "critical citizens".32

The "reversal of control" phenomenon may also be seen in reference to issues of
accountability with respect to regulatory agencies. Regulatory agencies as agents of
government, through the acquisition and practices of specialised knowledge, take on
policy direction and "controf in a manner not directly intended. Much of the study of
regulatory processes focuses on the nature of independence and scope of policy
direction that should be accorded to delegated authorities. Actions that seek to enforce
accountability or articulate an appropriate role for ministerial 'interference', in effect, are
attempts to temper the tendency toward reversal of control.3'3 Similarly, issues in public
administration and the role of the public service, such as the accountability of senior
public servants vis-a-vis the bureaucracy and the Minister, can also be viewed as part of
the principal-agent hierarchy exhibiting the perils of control.

The relationship of the

Deputy Minister as an agent wielding specialised knowledge to the Minister is an
example that invokes allegations of reversal of control.

Context indeed casts a shadow over commitment if one is to understand the
citizen as principal.

If we examine the principal-agent relationship in democratic

governance not just as the relationship between the voter and the elected
representative, but as part of the system of multiple relationships that constitute
democratic govemance, we must also contend with the changing nature of democratic
processes and the "crisis of confidence" that has been said to permeate democratic
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governance world-wide.

Models of governments have changed, as have voter

expectations and avenues for expression. Contemporary debates on accountability and
citizen participation have restructured the way govemments do business legislatively,
administratively and judicially. Reforms have been undertaken in how govemments go
about formulating policy and legislation, in how it is administered through the
bureaucracy and administrative agencies, and in the practice and procedures of the
courts and its affiliated institutions.

Kettle characterises the 1970s-1980s as a period in which "citizens demanded a
reinvention of the way their govemments operated and of the relationship between
govemments and citizens. 34 But the demands for reforms and improvements in the
processes of govemment to enable broader citizen partiCipation, perhaps a nostalgia for
the activism of the 1960s, was soon also the crusade of those that sought to reassert
control over the large, complex and intrusive nature of the contemporary state. The
agenda then was set for smaller, more effective govemments.

New processes like

reengineering service systems, contracting out and performance management became
common watchwords of govemment action as govemments attempted to adjust. There
was an interest in making govemment operations transparent and an emphasis on
customer service. Undertaking to transform the way govemment functions intemally and
with its extemal "dientele" leads to further questions, one of which may be posed as
whether reinventing govemment redefines the relationship between government and
citizens. The bulk of the literature on "reinventing govemment", however, tends to be
concerned with efficiency questions, the size and
instruments for participatory action by citizens.

35

cost of

govemment or limited new

Perhaps there is also a need to

reconsider how we look at the relationship between govemment and its citizens.

Development of the principal-agency concept is subsidiary of classical to liberal
democratic theory based on the notion of the rule of law and the constitutional state.
Although the principal-agent approach, in recognising the importance of information and
the challenge of aligning motivations, is an improvement in economic models of
behaviour, the principal-agent approach remains caught in liberal democratic theory that
reduces the citizen to voter.

Mainstream liberal democratic theory entertains a static
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equilibrium model like the economic model with which it is intrinsically tied.

The

constitution and, therefore, rule of law is accepted as the necessary constraint on
individual liberty to enable pursuit of individual goals and interests.

Institutional

arrangements are assumed to serve aggregated individual preferences.

From a set

constitution or recognised legal structure, the state carries out its mandate, and
constituents are largely treated as objects whose political activity is reduced to that of
"voting".

This model of agency gives little attention to how political opinion and public will
formation takes place; how and why rational actors, as citizens, form, revise and give
voice to political views while participating in associations and informal public forums; or
how these views get translated into institutionalised decision making. The concept of
social capital has been used in attempts to account for some of these concems and is
employed as an adjustment to the basic model that centres human action and society
relative to markets. The rudiments of the principal-agent relationship in conjunction with
an understanding of social capital can be translated into the context of modem
democratic societies by reframing the concept of citizen agency.

These issues are

expanded upon in the following section.

III.

The Role of Social Capital

Inclusive and partiCipatory governance processes have the potential of reframing
the dominant citizen/representative relationship of modem democratic systems into one
where citizen-agents are actively involved in decision-making and governance.

This

section attempts to build on the idealised notion of citizen agency, described above, by
using a conceptualisation of social capital to understand the interaction between the two
concepts: citizen agency and social capital.
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The idea of "social capital" has generated a rich and diverse lite ratu re36 ; in
undertaking a theoretical synthesis, Woolcock proposed a general definition of social
capital as "information, trust and norms of reciprocity inhering in one's social networks"
that he derived from the major contributors to social capital theory. 37

While the

sociological origins of social capital cast it as an asset which inhered in the structure of
relations between and among persons,38 recent conceptualisations have placed social
capital within civil society as an asset which accrues to communities - ranging from the
local to the national.

The interpretation advanced here follows this latter tack. While social capital
manifests itself in the relationships between and among people, its social nature often
requires a cultural context (e.g., a community) in order for those relationships to develop.
In communities in which the scale does not permit everyone to know everyone else, the
level of social capital in individual relationships between people will be a function of the
general level of social capital throughout the community. Thus, community social capital
is not the aggregate of individual social capital but instead is predicated on a community
member's understanding of the social norms which prevail in that locale. If there are
strong community constraints against defecting from social norms, community social
capital will be high. In tum, trust and co-operation between unfamiliar individuals will be
more likely in such a setting.

While social interactions have their genesis in the space between the market and
the state - where neither financial considerations nor legal obligations function as the
primary motivator for their occurrence - social capital has been framed as a potential
facilitator of transactions that can improve the efficiency of society by facilitating c0
ordinated actions and therefore contribute both to economic outcomes39 and to
govemment effectiveness.

On the latter, Putnam compares stability, efficiency and

effectiveness across regional governments in Italy, and explores the link between these
performance measures and the civicness of the community.40 Civicness, for Putnam, is
marked by an active and public spirited citizenry, vibrant networks of civil engagement,
egalitarian political relations, a social fabric of trust and co-operation and many diverse
organisations and associations - Le., high levels of social capital. Yet civicness is but
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one of several conceptualisations of social capital, which range from the causes

of its accumulation to its consequences.

Some other concepts that underlie social

capital are discussed below:

Trust: Trust between individuals and groups is an essential element in social
capital.

Economists from Adam Smith to Kenneth Arrow have identified trust as a

required component of economic transactions; it is often cited as a key facilitator of co
operation which, through its successful action, engenders continued trust.

In small

communities where trust is based on a knowledge of an individual person, the prediction
underlying trust is straightforward: "I can trust you because I know you."

But if a

person's character is not known, what social-structural conditions give rise to social
trust? Citing Coleman, Putnam41 identifies norms of reciprocity and networks of civic
engagement (see below) as the sources of social trust.

Norms evolve as a way of

lowering transaction costs and facilitating co-operation, with the most important type of
norm being based on reciprocity.

One of the leading works on trust is Fukuyama's book Trust Social Virtues and

the Creation of ProSperlty.42 In it, the central thesis is that the level of trust inherent in a
given society conditions its prosperity and degree of democracy, as well as its ability to
compete globally. Trust is the key measure of social capital, and the author presents an
argument similar to Putnam's: that it is accumulated through norms of reciprocity and
successful co-operation in networks of civic engagement. Fukuyama's trust is related

to

industrial structure and the origin of those organisations that are essential to
competitiveness and economic well-being.

In four low-trust societies (southern Italy,

France, South Korea and China [PRC]), familistic structures constitute the basic unit of
economic activity, leading to difficulty in creating large organisations. Alternatively. high
trust societies (e.g., Japan and Germany) are able to create large-scale firms.

The

author claims that trends in the United States illustrate a society degenerating into a low
trust state.

Fukuyama's basic argument is that to achieve economic success it is

necessary to establish large, democratic, and capitalistic organisations, especially
corporations. 43 Trust is summarised in an article44 in which Fukuyama argues that social
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capital is not necessary for growth, but its absence tempts governments to intervene in
the economy - action which typically imperils competitiveness.

Co-operation: Trust facilitates co-operation through norms of reciprocity. But in
a context where the parties to a transaction do not know each other and have no
knowledge upon which to base their trust, will a co-operative outcome result? Failure to
co-operate does not require that one act irrationally.

In the well-known prisoner's

dilemma, co-operation is impossible because there is no communication between
players and no opportunity to make threats or commitments.

In the tragedy of the

commons, self-interested behaviour leads to a destruction of common property. Public
goods are under-produced leading to general welfare loses.

And in the logic of

collective action, opportunities slip away as no one risks losing through leading. In each
of these contexts, every party would be better off if they co-operated. However, without
a credible commitment, the rational strategy is to defect.

However, these theories tend to under-predict co-operative behaviour that quite
often emerges in real life settings. Why? Because real life rarely works like a prisoner's
dilemma or other theoretical game; in a community setting, interactions are iterative and
the capacity for reciprocity and threats can often produce the conditions necessary for
co-operation. Axelrod45 has investigated the conditions under which co-operation will
emerge in a world where people seek to maximise their own interests and no authority
can be exercised by the state.46 Strategic reciprocity is one of the most powerful forces
that leads to co-operation, while fear of retaliation also is a strong constraint on
defecting.

In a setting of indefinite iterations of the game, a defector would face

punishment in successive rounds, thus making threats and reciprocity more viable.

Institutions and Rules for Reducing Transaction Costs: Where players in a
prisoner's dilemma (or other situation that yields a rational strategy of defection) engage
in indefinitely repeated games, with a limited number of players and with full information
about a player's past behaviour, co-operation should emerge.

But co-operative

outcomes are quite common in the real world even when these ideal conditions don't
hold.

Again one might ask why.

Institutional arrangements reduce the costs of
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monitoring and enforcing agreements, making co-operation easier to achieve and more
likely to hold. Elinor Ostrom47 has noted that some institutions designed to manage
common-property resources have succeeded in overcoming the logic of collective
action. This is accomplished through development of a core set of accepted features:
clear1y defined boundaries, rule-making by the affected parties, graduated sanctions for
violators, and low cost conflict resolution mechanisms.

In the case of small scale

common property resources, "when individuals have lived in such situations for a
substantial time and have developed shared norms and pattems of reciprocity, they
possess social capital with which they can build institutional arrangements for resolving
[common pool resource] dilemmas.»48

Networks: Networks of interpersonal communication and exchange - both
formal and informal, horizontal, hierarchical or mixed - exist in all forms of organisation.
The traditional sociological view of social networks is of social organisations (families,
communities, groups, institutions) embedded in networks of social relations, which
Granovette~

argues

serve to

build

trust

and

discourage

defection.

This

"embeddedness" approach means that the amount of co-operation and defection in a
social organisation will depend on the amount and density of its social networks.

Horizontal networks of civic interaction, according to Putnam, increase the
potential costs to a defector (and thus increase co-operation), foster norms of reciprocity,
communicate information about a person's trustworthiness, and provide a template for
successful collaboration.50 Horizontal networks are the crux of co-operation for Putnam:
"[t]he denser such networks in a community, the more likely that its citizens will be able
to co-operate for mutual benefit."s1 Vertical, hierarchical networks, on the other hand, do
not serve to build trust and co-operation, due to power and information imbalances.
Membership rates in horizontal organisations should be associated with good
govemment, and membership rates in hierarchical organisations should be negatively
correlated with good government.

An alternative view of the influence of networks on governmental and economic
performance is proposed by Olson, who argues that small groups simply engage in rent
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seeking behaviour to the detriment of society generally. And in any stable society, the
density of such groups thickens over time, dampening innovation and economic growth
and holding government policy hostage to special interests.52
Virtual Networks: Networks have existed throughout history, but networks which
act to co-ordinate the actions of a number of small autonomous groups that are
ideologically integrated have taken on new life with the evolution of new communications
technologies which make distance and remoteness less of an impediment, and diminish
the handicap of smallness. Ronfeldt explores how the information revolution favours the
rise of these "organisational networks" - often at the expense of hierarchical networks.53
Issue-oriented multi-organisational networks of NGOs are likely to be the main
beneficiaries of the communications revolution as they use faxes, e-mail and the web to
co-ordinate, consult and communicate and in the process undermine the stranglehold on
power exerted by hierarchical networks. The rise of these virtual networks carries with it
profound implications for the evolution of civil society. 54

Civil Society: Civil SOCiety refers to the class of institutions located between the
family, the market and the state, the forums in and through which there is an attempt to
harmonise, where necessary, "the conflicting demands of individual interests and social
good.,,55 The concept of civil society has a long history in social and political thought. Its
roots begin with early Greek philosophers, and can be traced through the writings of
democratic theorists such as John Locke, Alexis de Tocqueville, and John Stuart Mill, to
social and political analysts and commentators in today's policymaking arena. While the
term "civil society" is gaining more prominent recognition as a framework for viewing
community life and social interactions, it remains loosely defined and conceptually
abstract.

In its broadest sense, civil society highlights the proliferation of formal and
informal associations, organisations, and networks that exist outside of the state and the
business sector. These groups are characterised by citizen participation and the free
exchange of ideas, values, and beliefs. They form the core of civic activity, and are the
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domain of citizen interaction.

While civil society represents a distinct and separate

sphere of activity, it is deeply interactive with the state and the market.

Civic Virtue: The idea of civic virtue as the key detenninant in the success or
failure of political institutions has also been around since the Greek polis, which
emphasised community and the obligations of citizenship. This view was, for the most
part, vanquished by Anglo-American liberalism (e.g., Hobbes and Locke), which
stressed individualism and individual rights.

In recent years, however, this dominant

theme has undergone some revision, with the re-discovery of civic humanism (with
social capital an important outgrowth of that revival).
Putnam's report on a study of regional governments in Italy was designed to
investigate what the necessary conditions are for creating strong, responsive and
effective representative institutions.56 In it, a successful democratic institution is defined
as being both responsive and effective: sensitive to the demands of the citizenry and
effective in using limited resources to address those demands.

Putnam first asked

which governments were successful and then asked what conditions made them
successful, based on the comparison of a number of indicators of institutional
perfonnance.
Putnam attempts to explain differences in perfonnance through an examination
of the link between perfonnance and the "civic community". Putnam identifies the civic
community as marked by an active and public spirited citizenry, vibrant networks of civil
engagement, egalitarian political relations, a social fabric of trust and co-operation and
many diverse organisations and associations.

Here we focus on these governance implications of social capital. The primary
question is whether social capital can contribute to more effective decision-making
processes based on citizen agency. Sub-questions which follow from this are: does
social capital contribute to compliance with social objectives, and can inclusive and
partiCipatory processes based on citizen agency help to build social capital?
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A.

Collective Decision Making Processes

Advocates of greater public involvement in governance processes range from
political commentators who argue in favour of such mechanisms

as

a means of

stemming the tide of citizen disillusionment,57 strengthening democralf and improving
policy making,59 to the traditional civil society amalgams of NGOs, neighbourhood and
community associations, new social movements, and advocacy groups for the
disenfranchised which see public involvement as a contribution to policy which more
accurately reflects the will of those hitherto excluded from power.60 Dahl calls effective
participation not an enhancement but one of the criteria necessary for the existence of a
democratic procesS.51

Most of these proponents of inclusive processes deSigned to offer enhanced
public participation opportunities have come to see the recourse to representative
legislatures and the growth of administrative and expert authority as barriers to the
participation of the ordinary citizen. Elected representation raises the principal-agent
problems identified above62, and the specialised knowledge and language of expert
driven systems tends to exclude outsiders and characterises the public interest as
narrow-minded amateur intervention based on myopic private interests.63 Even where
legislative instruments such as Freedom of Information statutes, Auditors General,
Conflict of Interest rules and Ombudsman offices exist, representative and administrative
systems can attempt to limit the intrusiveness of these laws into their activities.54

In addition to these forces advocating partiCipatory decision making,as regulatory
politics reveals an underlying tension between the transparency that is required in a
democratic system and the constraints required for closure in science. As administrative
power has expanded, making explicit the scientific reasoning behind those decisions has
simultaneously been demanded. Yet in policy making, questions are sometimes asked
of science that science is not in a position to answer. as If pure science is perceived as
being no longer sufficient for solving social problems, and if policy makers are being
asked to resolve a number of trans-scientific issues,67 vesting greater decision-making
authority in administrative structures might no longer appear to be a viable route. as
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If the citizenry have become more disillusioned with centralised political systems
and unaccountable administrative structures, an increased interest in public participation
in decision-making as a third way is not surprising. This "new" way has a long tradition
however, with its modem roots in the town hall meeting which originated in New England
in the 17th century and the initiative, referendum and recall movement advocated by
progressives and populists in the early 20th century.59

B.

Social Capital: The Capacity for Communicative Action?

What does the experience with inclusive and partiCipatory decision making tell us
about the relationship between public consultation processes and the ability of a
community's (whether an isolated coastal village or an entire province) stock of social
capital to contribute to that community's capacity to carry out communicative action?
Can social capital contribute to more effective citizen agency in decision-making
processes? Does social capital make movement towards citizen agency more likely or
possible?

Although it is too soon to evaluate recent experience with inclusive and
participatory deCision making processes, there is a growing body of evidence as to the
efficacy of traditional self governing institutions and management regimes for open
access common property resources.

Ostrom has described the general design

principles that characterise successful self governing regimes70 and found that most
long-lasting common property management regimes also involve dear mechanisms for
monitoring and enforcing compliance. One can point also to some specific experiences,
e.g., in S.C.'s Clayoquot Sound, which appear to link social capital at the community
level with effective partiCipatory decision making and implementation.
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C.

Adherence to Objectives, Compliance

Does social capital contribute to compliance with social objectives?

In civic

areas, collective life carries with it an expectation that one's fellow citizens will follow the
rules - both statutory and unwritten. Knowing that others will do so means that you are
more likely to comply. However, in uncivic areas, the expectation is that everyone will
violate the rules to their own advantage. So everyone ends up cheating, and confirming
everyone's cynical expectations. Without the collective norm of reciprocity inherent in
civic areas, uncivic places clamour for stem law enforcement to maintain public order.

Hobbes proposed that if we concede authority to the Leviathan to enforce c0
operation, civic life can flower. But coercive enforcement is inefficient and expensive,
and more unpleasant than if trust were maintained by the citizenry themselves. And if
the state has coercive force, there is no guarantee that those who run the state will not
use that power in their own interest at the expense of the rest of society.

In an

environment where the citizen expects "bad government", the Hobbesian solution is
improbable.

Beyond the broader governancebenefrts cited above, Elinor Ostrom has noted
that some institutions designed to manage common-property resources have also
succeeded in overcoming the logic of collective action and other problems of inherent
non-cooperation in ongoing implementation?'

This is accomplished through clearly

defined boundaries, rule-making by the affected parties, graduated sanctions for
violators, and low cost conflict resolution mechanisms. This "new institutionalism" does
raise a chicken and egg problem, however: uncivic places are unable to create the
institution, for the same reason that they need it in the first place. But Ostrom also
reports that, in reference to small scale common property resources, "when individuals
have lived in such situations for a substantial time and have developed shared norms
and patterns of reciprocity, they possess social capital with which they can build
institutional arrangements for resolving [common property resource] dilemmas.',72
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D.

Citizen-Agency Impacts on the Stock of Social Capital

Can inclusive and participatory processes based on citizen agency help to build
social capital, thus creating a virtuous cycle between the two? At the start of the 1960s,
public participation in Canadian governance was limited to issues where standing had
been attained (in administrative or judicial matters), periodic voting, and token efforts by
governments to consult (e.g., Royal Commissions) and keep the citizenry informed.
However, that decade saw the rise of new social movements, which emerged to
champion progressive causes.

These social movements differed from earlier left

movements of the populist and progressive eras in that they were more ambivalent
about the ability or willingness of the liberal state to support their cause.73

This

ambivalence led to efforts to increase the rights and opportunities for public participation
in public decision-making, and to take advantage of those new avenues of access.

This rise in new social movements poses a difficulty for the assessment of social
capital's place in the citizen-agency domain. Putnam presents evidence of a decline in
social capital over the post-1960s period drawn from participation levels in civic
activities. Indicators which Putnam uses include voter turnout, membership in societies,
newspaper readership, volunteerism, neighbourliness, trust, union membership, PTA
activities and religious affiliations?4 His critics, however, cite the rise in interest-based
political activity over the same period in contesting his claim that civic activity has been
declining in America?5

Putnam's view of civicness, however, centres on voluntary associations which
are social in nature (e.g., choral societies and sports clubs) but have the unintended,
tangential effect of building trust and networks, i.e., building social capital.

Explicit

efforts to organise political interests in ''tertiary associations" (as in the case of new
social movements) are less valuable for building social capital, in Putnam's view,
because they require less personal involvement, are less likely to expose members to
differing viewpoints, and are oriented towards a particular political objective rather than a
general social one.76
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On the question of the role of inclusive processes of deliberation and their effect
on social capital, a great deal of commentary has been undertaken in recent years that
argues that the experiments in multi-stakeholder consultative processes in B.C. in recent
years have failed. n This branch of analysis concludes, among other things, that
because multi-stakeholder shared decision making processes failed to devolve real
decision making authority away from traditional power structures, the resulting decisions
are the same as would have resulted in the absence of the consultative process. What
this perspective does not explore is the effect of deliberative processes on those key
elements of social capital: networks, norms, trust and information. It also fails to take
into account the change in the political environment and, more importantly, the change in
the way people see an issue that results from the act of talking about the constraints and
conflicts that gave rise to the process in the first place. By bringing to the fore the hard
choices that had to be made in order to make sustainability (not only ecological, but
human system sustainability as well) possible, and laying out the compromises and
decisions that those choices required, the value in these processes was ultimately in
their capacity to illustrate to the participants (and the wider community) that avoiding the
issue - and each other - was not an option.

IV.

Implications for public administration

A.

Conceptual Framework for a Public Policy Perspective

This section sketches a conceptual framework around the principal-agent
relationship in public administration. Building on the concept of citizen as prinCipal, the
state as agency of mediation, and the administrative agency/regulatory tribunal as agent,
traditional approaches to accountability, public participation, representation and public
interest can be examined in reference to the focal point of agency theory-the alignment
of incentives and the capacity for compliance.
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The discussion here is set against a particular backdrop, or set of assumptions,
which it would be well to spell out. The dramatic extent and shattering implications of
the change in the context for discussion of all the relationships reviewed below is not
sufficiently appreciated. In the "congested global village,,78 there are stronger reasons
than ever for belief in the sorts of cognitive limits on administrative decision-making
explored, for example, by Simon.79

First, because we are living in an integrated global economy of a scale which
presses against the limits of the natural systems of the biosphere (carrying capacity), we
have an inescapable structure of spillovers and interdependencies as a consequence of
human action. We have a polycentriC wond, in the language of the complex adaptive
systems theorists. so These linkages are not simply occasional 'externalities' to be noted
by the economist and passed by; they are the essential feature of the system with which
we must deal. We have to worry about serious congestion almost everywhere in the
system, and this means that natural and social resources, though unpriced, are scarce,
and potentially limiting.

But because we have also a global village increasingly linked in cyberspace, we
have important conflicts and interdependencies in preferences, and increasing
recognition of an essential, important endogeneity in preferences in addition.

In such a situation, the possibilities for conscious co-ordination or effective
management of human activities through scientific computation are slim. The simplest
problems are literally intractable.

This observation is of course not new; it was a

cornerstone in the work of Friedrich Hayek, among others. Hayek argued the necessity
to decentralise the problem, in possibly two ways.

The first was to invoke market

mechanisms, so that decisions would be made by individuals in response to the
information carried in price Signals, and processes of price adjustment would provide the
appropriate co-ordination. A second approach was to decompose the problem into a
large number of problems of independent sub-optimisation by smaller groups acting in
their own immediate interest, with processes of iterative adjustment moving the system
as a whole toward an overall optimum coming closer to meeting the collection of
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individual preferences as well as possible within the system constraints or limits on
possibilities.
In the presence of the unpriced interdependencies arising out of congestion
problems, however, and with increasing tacit recognition of our reliance on natural,
social or cultural capital whose services and whose stocks both fall outside the formal
price system, market mechanisms fail to capture many of the key considerations central
in decisions about regulating human activity.

Moreover, although we know that when there is a degree of congruence between
the groups whose interests shape decisions and the groups whose circumstances or
welfare are affected by those decisions, the decomposition processes mentioned above
may be very effective (leading towards successful self-organisation), this is not
necessarily the case when such congruence is lacking.

So it seems that neither unmanaged markets without central guidance, nor
processes of self-organisation unassisted by explicit communication can be counted on
to provide sufficient co-ordination of human activities in the complex adaptive systems in
which we live. And perhaps it then goes without saying that monitoring on the basis of
simple indicators the conduct of even quite primitive tasks and assessing the
achievement of the goals associated with them is conceptually impossible, not just hard.
Pursuit of an instrumental rationality based on scientific understanding is equally
problematic. There is a complex characterisation of preferences or welfare in this world,
as well as complex dynamic systems to describe possibilities or potential for meeting
those preferences.

There is no science that can tell us how to grasp that potential

responsibly. Perhaps reassuringly, perhaps surprisingly, there is an inescapable role for
citizens in this complex scheme, and for communications among them.

In the public administration or public policy perspective, the link to the concept of
'citizen agency' might be examined from two distinct angles, each reflected in an
extensive literature.

The first facet concerns itself with citizens seeking to establish

themselves as principals, endowed with agency, in those aspects of governance
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processes which address the formulation of social or collective purposes.

Here the

emphasis is on democratic processes assuring participation and inclusion, reflecting
citizen agency in the conception and formulation of conventions and rules to guide social
action, particularly in the face of inherent uncertainty. The central importance of social
capital as a crucial determinant of the effectiveness of such collective decision
processes-particularly in the reconciliation of conflicting perspectives on risk, equity and
welfare-has been mentioned above. One interpretation of an evolution in thinking about
concepts of rationality in these processes of policy formation - an interpretation that
takes us toward communicative rationality and communicative action - is sketched in
Dobel1. 81

The second aspect relates to citizens seeking to ensure their own autonomy and
flexibility in the interpretation and implementation of such agreed conventions, rules and
policies. The emphaSis in this case is on notions of subsidiarity and discretion, reflecting
citizen agency or citizen responsibility in achieving ongoing compliance in complex
systems.

Central questions involve new approaches to regulatory negotiation,

altemative dispute resolution or 'bureaucratic covenants'.

But again the question of

social capital arises as a key topic, this time as a possible mechanism for ensuring the
continuing alignment of incentives of individual players with overarching goals. Whether
or when community scrutiny or peer pressures might serve better than economic
instruments as mechanisms for devolved govemance suffering from problems of
principal-agent disjunctions is an important research question. Or, more generally, the
strength of relationships built on aligning motivations through webs of commitment rather
than aligning incentives through explicit (market-based or hierarchical) self-interest is a
central question.
former rationale.

Much of the case for community-based management rests on the

82

Diagrams83 1 and 2 sketch two altemative ways to visualise the difference
between these two perspectives and to locate the particular question of agency within
distinct aspects of governance processes. Of course all such pictures over-simplify a
complex and disorderly reality which is much less segmented and less sequential than
such representations imply.

To that extent they distort attempts to interpret the
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dynamics of colledive decisions. But for purposes of a literature survey and conceptual
framework, attempting to order and organise seledions from vast and rapidly growing
literatures in distind domains, some such simplifying schema is probably inevitable. At a
minimum it highlights the ways in which different contributions to the debate address
different stages and different transitions in the dynamics of ongoing, overlapping
processes in policy formation and implementation.

Diagram 1 portrays governance processes as reflecting citizen preferences both
in formulating the commitments and conventions by which human actions should be
organised and co-ordinated, and at the same time in establishing the constraints within
which individual action must be carried out if agreed social purposes are to be achieved.
Relevant to the first is the growing literature on citizen engagement and empowerment,
on dired or partiCipatory democracy, on deliberative democracy and communicative
adion,84 discursive democracy,as social inclusion, deliberative and inclusive processes
and civic science. Most important, perhaps, is the link to the exploding literature on
social capital surveyed above.86 From this perspedive, social capital can be viewed as
an investment in means for enabling participation and supporting effedive mechanisms
for dispute resolution and colledive decision-making within the inclusive framework
which is central to notions of citizen agency.

With resped to this first asped, focussed on inclusion, the literature is largely
new and highly fragmented; a survey article must focus primarily on the development of
a conceptual framework, but with attention also to contemporary discussion of
measurement problems and empirical challenges.

Within the conceptual framework

proposed here one might explore how strudures of community based management and
more inclusive processes of shared decision-making may contribute to or support a
greater sense of agency, greater perceived legitimacy, and greater confidence in
assurances of inclusion than either market mechanisms or the existing formal institutions
of parliamentary democracy.

With resped to the second asped, focussed on compliance, closer examination
and assessment of the historical record of developing ideas about participation and
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representation in regulatory processes is possible. Administrative tribunals, through the
regulatory function, institutionalise the dispute resolution process and the relation of
interests in conflict.

Participation and representation within those processes have

changed Significantly with changing ideas of governance.

Some of the practical

implications of an agency approach to governance can be teased out of a historical
review and evolutionary perspective.
87

international and national levels

Literature concerned with governance at

as well as literature specifically addressing evolving

approaches to regulation is relevant here.

This concern with the translation of international commitments into consonant
action on the ground has also been emphasised in the 1998 report of the federal
Commissioner for Environment and Sustainable Development.

A central emerging

question is the matter of building capacity for compliance, and the 'common but
differentiated approach' to commitments.as

Relevant to the search for a new approach to achieving compliance with agreed
social purpose as codified in legislation or regulation is the literature on regulatory
efficiency, results-oriented regulation and economic instruments; with questions of
subsidiarity and network management; with compliance and discretion;89 with self
regulation or responsive regulation;90 and with the concept of civic regulation. 91 A close
link to the contemporary literature in political science on policy implementation92 can be
made.

The idea of 'voluntary compliance' may be an oxymoron rather than a
reconciliation of polar positions. To the extent that it focuses on compliance it rests on
aligning individual incentives through formal institutions and rights (of hierarchy or
market) and relying on chains of explicit accountability to keep self-interest in line with
social purpose. To the extent that it rests on voluntary action (and not simply threat of
coercion in the background). it presumes on a subjective aligning of motivations through
webs of commitments, and the discipline of conscience or peer pressure to preclude
self-interested deviation from social norms even in the absence of formal monitoring.
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In Diagram 1, a new 'agency approach' is contrasted with a traditional existing
approach, both in respect of the formulation of social purposes and rules, and in respect
of their realisation. On the former, we can take the traditional approach as described, for
example, by Lindblom and Woodhouse93 as driven by market influence and elite
accommodation within processes of parliamentary democracy that now seem to enjoy
less legitimacy and command less confidence than in the past.94 An agency approach,
as sketched above, seeks to broaden the extent of participation in democratic
processes, and deepen the degree of deliberation and education (informed debate)
brought to such broader processes of shared decision.

On the latter, in respect of implementation and regulation, the traditional
approach is seen as 'top down', rigid, intolerant of any exercise of individual discretion,
and fixed upon formal procedural compliance and non-discretionary enforcement
procedures. An agency approach is envisaged, by contrast, as prornoting an adaptive,
responsive culture of compliance able to rely upon the exercise of individual discretion to
cope with differing circumstances and evolving systems.

Thus, for purposes of this project, a traditional approach to governance involves
thinking of the citizen as the object of regulation based on rules flowing from elite modes
of governance. An alternative agency approach to governance sees the citizen as an
active partiCipant engaged in inclusive deliberative processes frorn which emerge both
commitments to social action and guidelines shaping the exercise of individual discretion
by citizens acting as moral agents in discretionary action to comply with those
guidelines, with their interpretation of the guidelines shaped by a personal moral code
more than by formal accountability and enforcement provisions. With respect to both the
nature of the democratic process and the nature of the compliance regime there are
growing substantial literatures, as noted above. Some is briefly noted in the next section.
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B.

The Commitment - Compliance Cycle

Diagram 2 outlines an alternative, richer model of the way in which co-ordination
of social action involves a continuing cycle and cascade of decisions and information
flows at various stages from abstract context to concrete individual compliance and
judicial review. It elaborates the sequence of transitions in the dynamics of governance
processes, moving from very general context through more specific formulations of
social commitments, and on toward specific constraints limiting individual action in a
social setting. Again, however, a traditional approach can be identified in contrast with
newer, more speculative, agency approaches both to the formulation of social rules and
the enforcement of individual compliance with those rules.

In the translation from a

shared culture (as a general, unwritten social understanding of relationships)95 to
covenants (setting out in written form an agreement on shared collective commitment) to
conventions or legislation or regulation (which provide an explicit framework of principles
serving as a pattern or model for ongoing concrete contracting), the agency approach
would seek to broaden participation and provide assurance of voice in the process.
Such an approach creates for the citizen the confidence that the structures and
institutions of govemment are in fact serving as an agent or agency through which the
collective judgement of citizens on collective action can be exercised.96

In the later phase, seeking to assure compliance, one may contrast a traditional
regulatory and contracting approach emphasising formal accountability mechanisms and
strict enforcement regimes, with an agency approach working more informally through
individual moral codes, and informal monitoring and enforcement through peer pressure
rather than explicit sanctions.97

We may use this picture to organise a very brief tour of some literature relevant
to the struggle of the citizen to establish agency.

Cutting into the endless story at 6 o'clock, we observe action on the ground, with
observable consequences for the state of the system and the welfare of the inhabitants.
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A massive upsurge of interest in the question of reporting on progress toward
sustainability is reflected in many recent papers and projects revisiting the social
indicators movement of the sixties, asking how we might effectively report on our
circumstances, examining deviations from targets or intentions, in terms of indicators
that matter to people, in community health, and so on. The key concern in this literature
is to tell the stories - stories of the community, or individuals - in ways that people
recognise, and which take account of the intangibles such as social cohesion, natural
capital or cultural context that are missed by price systems and accounting initiatives.
So we see pilot projects such as GPI Atlantic, for example, attempting to broaden
conventional indicators like GNP towards something more like an indicator of human
welfare. 98

Moving clockwise in the diagram, we see the efforts to identify the gaps between
intention and realisation, goal and reality, and to consider appropriate directions of
correction and feedback to the system. Courts and other calculations assess the degree
of consonance of outcome with interpretations of mandate. Here is where concern for
implementation gaps (or, more significantly, compliance gaps) washes over to create a
context for change. A growing literature on democratising policy analysis attempts to
spell out proper roles for citizens in such evaluation and diagnostic activity.99 Pressures
for change flow fnto a variety of cultures and virtual communities which begin to shape
them into commitments to effort, expressed initially perhaps as quite general covenants.
Wrth an agency emphasis, much of this process takes the form of consensus-building
and communicative action rather than scientific analysis, with strategic compromise and
coalition-building around instrumentally rational goals.

As we see undertakings hardening into formal conventions and explicit
compliance regimes, we see the setting shifting towards a more formal institutional
structure. Unstructured communicative action moves toward institutionalised decisions
in a more constrained and formal framework.

The action moves from lifeworld into

system100. But - the pOint to be emphasised - this is now to be system as agent, as
instrumental, for purposes spelled out by the citizens behaving as principals through all
the process up to this pOint.
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Can much of the concern for the idea of 'agency' be traced to the apprehension
that we have let this formalised system slip from an instrumental role (as agent) to a
place as overarching constraint, dominant determinant, by default, of social purpose
(shaping its principals to its own ends)? Certainly one sees the corporate entity created
by humans for specific instrumental purposes (spelled out formally in charters and
similar mandates) endowed with the constitutionally protected rights of individuals and
granted powers to the point that the consonance of corporate purposes with human
welfare can be seriously questioned (and the idea of public action to revoke corporate
charters is greeted with astonishment or derision).101

As we move from 12 o'clock to 3 o'clock in Diagram 3 we begin to encounter the
problems of collective action, and see the problems of negotiation deSigned to deal with
the co-operator's dilemma. We also begin to move from an international arena where
much of the current literature on this general topic of negotiating multi-party agreements
is located toward questions of national sovereignty and sub-national implementation
(see the 'Rio way' as another attempt to articulate principles aimed in some fashion at
citizen agency), and more strongly still into the domain of alternative service delivery and
management of complex networks, where negotiations spell out binding individual
contracts and mandates to express the will of the principals, to be pursued by a variety
of organisational agents in a bewildering array of organisational forms. Here now come
along the problems of inter-agency or inter-organisational co-ordination, and problems of
promoting compliance in an ASD context.

From 3 o'clock to 6 o'clock we see the issues of performance measurement and
monitoring, ideas about accountability and results-oriented management emerge
vigorously. Here is where the horror stories about compliance failures come to the fore,
where the controversies about peer pressures or 'shaming' as opposed to formal
incentive systems for purposes of aligning motivations arise. Here we begin to see the
difficulty that allocation problems that seemed relatively easy to solve at the level of
abstract principle, when addressed by disinterested global epistemic communities, do
not appear so simple when concrete issues of implementation and resource allocation
are faced by directly interested communities on the ground.
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In any event, it is around this point that the citizen, acting as agent to realise
group purposes through the exercise of individual discretion in the face of the changing
and uncertain evolution of a large complex system revealing astonishing variety. begins
to assess the shortfall of realisation behind intent, the failures in cooperation, and begins
to don again the mantle of activist principal driving forward the formation of new
commitments to further action in the face of new information and renewed motivation. (It
is also at this point that concems about the receding role of the courts in both Canada
and the United States in supporting citizen action may also be contributing to a general
sense of citizen impotence rather than agency. But that is a different story.)

Thus, in this action-oriented segment of the policy cycle, from 12 o'clock to 6
o'dock in Diagram 3, the agency approach emphasises mobilisation of individual
motives and reliance on personal moral codes, rather than the explicit directives and
formal monitoring found in traditional regulation, or the explicit contracting found in
market instruments or alternative service delivery (ASD).

At the risk of mixing too many metaphors too simplistically, one might view this
cyde as illustrating some key distinctions to be made in the exercise of citizen agency.
On the left side, from 6 o'dock to 12 is the policy formation process, involving transition
from individual citizen concern at the bottom to the formulation of system response at the
top. On the right side is the implementation process, involving transition from system
commitment at the top to individual realization on the ground.

The top half of the

diagram, from 9 to 3 is the "system", in Habermasian terms, taking emerging SOCial
concerns through to articulation of social rules to guide individual behaviour. The bottom
half of the diagram is the "IWeworld", where occurs the transition from individual
discretion in interpreting the rules, through actual circumstance, to observation of results
and consequence, and individual or group action to achieve enforcement and corrective
adjustments, and to initiation of new action to meet continuing or newly-framed emerging
concerns with the observed shortfall of realized outcome below intentions or aspirations.
As always, the transition from the churning within informal institutions and consultation
processes to the more ordered formal apparatus of government decision and action
presents a number of puzzles as to legitimacy of the process. On the left side, one is
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dealing with the broader institutions of politics and society-the polis; on the right, the
more formally and hierarchically structured public and private households of oikia,
possibly devolved in tiered systems and relying on inter-organizational coordination.

To achieve good governance through citizen agency, then, the abstract social
understanding and commitment which is the culmination of activity in the polis must,
through consent, be reflected in the individual commitment and individual action which is
achieved in public and private households (oikia) through various organizational forms
and concrete instruments. The process starts with abstract talk, but for action moves
into the public household sphere and ultimately back into private households and the
lifeworld where action rests on individual consent, warranted because legitimacy has
been achieved through prior communicative action. Whereas markets and firms offer a
nexus for transactions or contracting, civil society offers the locus for informal
relationships and unwritten norms, while social capital generates the mesh of norms and
relationships which support the credibility of commitments and give rise to confidence in
the reciprocity on which cooperation and a sense of agency rest.

C.

Tensions

In this very large picture of public administration, then,

we see several on-going

tensions, around each of which exist extensive literatures, all of which might bear on the
idea of an agency approach to regulation or public administration more broadly.

First, the structures we are dealing with are all mechanisms for mediating the
ongoing interaction and adaptation of (endogenous) preferences (social goals, values)
with potential (feaSibility, constraints, system characteristiCS).

Within that ongoing

process we can see preferences and principles expressed at an aggregate level, in an
overall ethical framework, realised through individual action guided by personal moral
codes and commitments. Within that process, in tum, we have to explore how structures
which begin from the guidelines established by citizen-principals acting through
governments might be translated into the actions of myriad agents who ultimately must
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serve an almost infinite variety of individual clients in a responsive and responsible
manner. The tension which must be resolved, then, is that which faces a public service
which in aggregate must be responsible and accountable in a forward-looking manner,
to governments representing all the citizenry, for overall system performance in a
changing and uncertain global environment, and at the same time, in its individual
agencies and through the exercise of individual administrative discretion, be responsive
and accountable (in an ex post audit environment) to individual clients in caseloads or
constituencies which are small subsets of the aggregate citizenry.

At the aggregate

scale, it is statistical lives that matter, and perhaps the 'guardian syndrome' or values
that apply. At the storefront or street level, it is identifiable individual lives at issue, and
perhaps the values of the 'trader' to which we must appeal in order to assure appropriate
responsiveness, flexibility and requisite variety.102

In this setting there are many recipes volunteered to reconcile the tensions. As
already noted, a vast literature on 'voluntary compliance' suggests, in effed, that
government can establish the 'what?' of colledive adion by specifying objedives,
performance indicators, measurement systems, and reporting requirements, while
delegating the responsibility for the 'how?' to the adors on the ground, perhaps
motivated diredly by the specific incentives of self-interest flowing from property rights in
existing or government-manufadured markets.

But of course, as noted above, the

effediveness of such an approach rests crucially on two considerations-the technical
question of the feasibility of valid measurement, and the social question of the credibility
or acceptance of the assurances of scrutiny and compliance in carrying out the social
purpose through the exercise of administrative discretion which may demand adherence
to social constraints antithetical to individual self-interest.

For these reasons one may be sceptical about some arguments for citizen
agency as self-regulation. Governments may adopt such an approach because there is
confidence in the social cohesion which exists and the social capital which can be
brought to bear to assure credible, conscientious realisation of agreed goals.

Or

governments, particular1y in the face of fiscal constraints and pressures for minimal
government, may adopt such an approach not because it is expeded to work, but to
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provide symbolic protection. In this sense, the new era may mirror the Victorian era,
which offered a gloss of civility and prudishness around questionable personal conduct,
by offering now a patina of assurance around corporate social responsibility or
government conduct. In each case, symbolism is all: high standards are espoused, but
in the knowledge that they will not be attained or enforced to the point of bearing on
conduct. Dissembling becomes the order of the day.

This is where the fundamental importance of the information available to the
citizen must be emphasised if an agency approach to regulation or governance is to
have any credibility. Adequate information in the hands of the citizen as well as the
customer is as crucial for effective implementation as it is for effective markets.

Denial of rights to information, whether through legal action, bureaucratic
resistance to scrutiny,103 trade regulation,104 or regulatory entities captured by corporate
clienteles seeking to preserve a highly asymmetric imbalance in market information,105
must be seen as the greatest threat of all. If an informed consumer is indeed the most
effective economic instrument open to a concerned public, assurance of the necessary
information in all elements of the market is the fundamental ammunition in the exercise
of that instrument.

Two further observations are crucial but not captured in the present diagrams or
the above discussion. The first is to note that economic institutions and market
mechanisms also offer an essential alternative approach to organising and co-ordinating
individual action, though in a more limited sphere having to do with resource allocation
and formal economic activity, The role of governance processes in establishing a social
framework around market activity, and the role of economic relationships in shaping
governance activity are crucial questions to be addressed. The second is to note that
personal and social relationships also become central considerations in the agency
approach, which might in some sense be interpreted precisely as emerging from growing
recognition that the sphere of human interaction adequately embraced or comprehended
by formal economic institutions and the scope of information carried by price
mechanisms are both too limited to take into account essential personal and social
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interactions crucial to appropriate co-ordination of human action in a complex society in
a full world. It is this set of non-market considerations which the notion of social capital
attempts to capture, and which brings together the burgeoning interest in the concept of
social capital with the exploration of the concept of citizen agency.

As we examine these questions of govemance in terms of organisational
structure and information flow, it is important to note that altemative institutional
arrangements offer themselves in the corporate sector, civil society and personal
groupings such as families themselves. Corporations are chartered for public purposes;
voluntary organisations serve similar purposes in other settings; extended families or
informal groupings may undertake common projects; and govemments are not distinct or
distant from society-they also are organisations through which we may elect to meet
common needs or respond to shared interests. Thus, whether one considers societies
organised primarily as tribes, hierarchies, markets or networks,106 and more particularly
in examining interactions among all forms co-existing in a Single society, the same basic
dilemmas and tensions among notions of agency, autonomy, discretion, responsibility
and accountability remain as questions that must be addressed. Whether in corporate
governance and the pursuit of shareholder value, govemance in the voluntary sector and
the pursuit of community value, or govemance in civil SOciety and investment in social
capital, the enduring challenges recur. Examining the concept of agency along the lines
proposed in this review helps to sharpen understanding of these challenges and
dilemmas in the context of contemporary thinking about social norms and collective
action, by focussing on organisational relationships as highly discretionary, with many
common elements across disparate forms, not cast in terms of ideologically-driven
choices among caricature structures of distinct moral standing.

D.

Applications in Administrative Settings: Conclusions

The famous Friedrich-Finer debate in the public administration literature of sixty
years ago explored, in effect, what came to be understood as the objective and
subjective approaches to administrative responsibility and accountability.

Within
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hierarchical structures, Finer advanced the proposition that assurances of accountability
and appropriate realisation of administrative purposes must rest on formal and explicit
structures of reporting, accountability and performance assessment, while Friedrich
argued the case that only a subjective sense of responsibility, inculcated through
education and moral training, could assure that overall organisational purposes would be
met through appropriate exercise of administrative discretion.

As we see the range of organisational forms taken into account in contemplating
public action expand, we might see this debate as broadened also. The Finer approach,
resting on performance assessment and incentives created by systems of performance
measurement and results-oriented management, can be broadened to accommodate
the idea of self-interest expressed through market mechanisms, and the whole approach
of aligning incentives through institutional structures and clear property rights.

The

Friedrich approach, emphasising subjective forces and informal peer pressures, can be
extended to the less explicit structures of networks, civil society and virtual or epistemic
communities of various kinds, with the whole approach premised on aligning
commitments through social relationships.

Thus the scope of the setting is broadened from hierarchy or state alone, to
include also markets and networks as alternative organisational forms.

And the

principal-agent relationship is more broadly cast within these alternative organisational
structures as one of implementation and realisation of organisational purpose, with the
key issues being monitoring and motivation, or more technically the challenge of
performance measurement. This challenge is on the one hand technical: how well can
the results or outcomes ultimately of concern be linked to observable, measurable
aspects of performance which can be effectively monitored? A vast array of writing on
this topic can be boiled down to the observation that in many cases effective monitoring
will be impossible, and the alternative must be to delegate or devolve responsibilities
without formal accountability mechanisms resting on performance reporting. 107 In that
case, the challenge on the other hand is one of credibility: effective implementation rests
on trust, tested perhaps by some accepted legitimate mechanisms for scrutiny of
ongoing activity.
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In the ideal, the notion of citizen engagement has sometimes been proposed as
embracing both commitment (alignment of motivation and goals, shared values) and
'ownership' (in the sense of a felt stake in the consequences).

Shareholders in a

corporation, for example, are engaged: they sign on to the charter and purpose of the
organisation, and expect explicit return as a reflection of a formal property right. Here
visible incentives are aligned through formal institutional structures, and particularly
through clear assignment of property rights.

But citizens also sign on to an implicit social charter and social purpose. And
they expect to share in the returns which flow from citizenship, in the returns to c0
operative pursuit of the common good by players confident of that generalised
reciprocity which casts the bright shadow of the future over the incentives of short term
self interest, and leads onward to co-operative behaviour.

Thus in the end, perhaps the difference between Finer and Friedrich, between
'command and control' in hierarchy and agency in networks is really 'only' a matter of
time horizon and the scope of perceived self-interest, or the definition of the group
whose welfare matters. Incentives may be directly felt or clearly signalled by market
mechanisms, or they may be created through shared commitment to generalised
reciprocity. Social cohesion may create the necessary belief in a long-term enlightened
self-interest which rests on assuring that the gains from co-operation are realised by the
group even when congestion problems and interdependencies in complex systems doud
the signals of conventional markets and regimes of formal property rights.

V.

Conclusion

"Agency", then, is simply the capacity to be effectively engaged. Social capital is
a feature of a society that enables or permits individuals to exercise agency. In a society
with adequate social capital, individuals may come closer to the ideal of communicative
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action in the formation of public purpose, and to the ideal of discretionary
authority in the realisation of that purpose in the uncertain ecosystems we all inhabit.

In the 'full world', with complexity, uncertainty, and congestion rampant, it is not
possible to create fully secure, certain, stable private property rights that will be
compatible with reasonable social governance and adaptive management.

It is not

possible to achieve stable understandings around an unchanging distribution of private
rights in an uncertain world where both individuals and corporations must operate with a
'social license' which requires their actions to be compatible with a broader public
good. 108 The stable rules can only be the higher order procedures for adjusting rights
and the understandings of the distribution of rights as new information and new
perceptions of the public interest emerge. It is the legitimacy of the process, not the
outcomes themselves, on which acceptance must rest. On all of this, it seems dear,
judgements are subjective, not scientific; deliberative, not instrumental, procedures
seem fundamental.

In this sense, perhaps, it can be argued that an agency approach to governance
generally, or to regulation more particularly, is intimately bound up with optimism about
learning and the prospects for communicative action based on better understanding and
on reconciliation of conflicting frames more than on resolution of conflicting daims. But
optimism or no, the strongest lesson to emerge from all this interesting speculation is
that much, much more concrete case-by-case empirical examination is needed to
determine what works, where, and why, in the specific circumstances found on the
ground.

Interestingly, paradoxically, citizen agency inheres not in the agent of agency
theory, but in the principal. Citizens possess agency precisely when they cease to play
the role of agent in coerced pursuit of somebody else's agenda, set for them, and
become free to reconcile their

own

ends with their understanding of over-riding social

purpose, according to their own moral codes.
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In very brief summary, this discussion suggests that an agency approach to
governance and regulation would be directed toward

•

enhancing the feH sense of participation and influence of the individual in the
discourses of the polis where public perceptions and concerns are thrashed out and
community purpose is established, 'policy' is formulated, and 'groundrules'
established for its pursuit;

•

preserving and buttressing the scope for autonomy and discretion of the individual in
the public and private households which carry out the organisation of activity and
allocation of resources to achieve individual and community purposes;

•

assuling that overall the system is responsive to that sense of community purpose,
even beyond its obligations of responsiveness to individuals as clients and
customers.

It might be argued that in an earlier world, there was greater congruence
between the lifeworld and the system, which was less formal and less distant then than
now, with the present dramatic separation (institutionally and geographically as well as
psychically) between ownership and management, between decision and impact.
Agency costs (residual losses) rise dramatically in governance as in business with each
such dilution.109 An agency approach to governance might be thought of as attempting
to restore some of the congruence of concerns of that earlier world where economy,
society and natural setting were all the subject of decisions taken together11o.
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